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In this paper, we provide a comprehensive survey for the artificial intelligence and spectrum management, which are used for
cache-enabled Internet of Things (IoT) in smart cities. In smart cities, there emerge a lot of new applications such as data
collection and communication, environment monitoring, and real-time processing, which cannot be supported by the
conventional wireless transmission techniques. Hence, some new wireless transmission techniques should be developed to
support the emerging applications in smart cities. In this survey, we focus on the artificial intelligence, spectrum management,
and caching techniques, where the interference arises due to the limited spectrum resources. In particular, we first review the
current research status of these new techniques and, then, give some challenges on the system design. We further provide
several feasible solutions on these challenges, in order to implement the IoT networks in smart cities. Finally, we conclude the
work in the part of conclusions and give some discussions on the future works.

1. Introduction

The deployment and promotion of 5G mobile communica-
tion systems have promoted the development of mobile
communication and related industries [1–4]. For the further
development of mobile communication, researchers have
proposed various new wireless transmission technologies
such as massive MIMO, millimeter wave, and nonorthogonal
multiple access [5–8]. They have also studied network
technologies such as network slicing and edge computing
[9–11]. These technologies can support a lot of services, such
as ultrahigh speed, ultralow latency, and massive connec-
tions. However, the existing network communication tech-
nology, especially the underlying transmission technology,
is still unable to meet the ever-increasing demand for
communication services [12–14]. Therefore, it is of vital
importance to design a wireless transmission technology that
matches the rapidly developing communication network and
to deeply exploit the wireless transmission resources of the

system. As a result, various performances including wireless
transmission rate, latency, and energy efficiency are
improved, and various application requirements and techni-
cal requirements of future communication networks can be
met [15–17].

Due to the declining storage cost and the increasing stor-
age performance, the network nodes can be equipped with
storage resources. The introduction of the cache into the
nodes in the networks can help perform data transmission
and data storage. The nodes can flexibly adjust the transmit
and receive data rate on the basis of cache according to the
instantaneous state of the wireless channel [18]. This effec-
tively expands the resource dimension of wireless transmis-
sion in the cache-enabled networks. For example, this
enables wireless transmission to have both cooperation gain
and content distribution gain. This is conducive to the
improvement of network wireless transmission. Therefore,
in order to effectively tap the potentials of the cache and
promote the development of mobile communications and
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related industries, the research of cache-enabled networks
and the design of wireless collaborative transmission
schemes matching the cache are all necessary.

In application scenarios such as 5G/B5Gmassive connec-
tions, the rapidly increasing number of network nodes and
data traffic are conflicted with the limited wireless spectrum
resources in the system, resulting in multiuser interference
in the network. In the cache-enabled networks, multiple
characteristics such as the number of interfering sources
and transmit power are all affected by the cache, and the
interference pattern is affected by the specific communica-
tion services and requirements. Existing researches have
shown that interfering signal formed by the superimposition
of multiple users in the wireless networks often exhibit a cer-
tain degree of heavy-tailed characteristics that deviate from
the Gaussian distribution, which not only seriously affects
the performance of the system wireless transmission but also
limits the application and development of cache-enabled
networks. Therefore, modeling the statistical distribution of
multiuser interference in the cache-enabled networks can
help optimize the wireless cooperative transmission of the
design system.

This survey is based on the cache-enabled networks
under multiuser interference and focuses on key theories
and methods for wireless cooperative transmission. Wireless
transmission in the cache-enabled networks is severely dete-
riorated by the interference. The specific services of the com-
munication and the cache affect the shape of the interference
in the system, and the interference thus shows a certain
degree of heavy trailing characteristics deviating from the
Gaussian distribution, which severely limits the advantage
of the cache. At present, the internal mechanism of multiuser
interference affecting the wireless transmission of the cache-
enabled networks is not clear. It is a big challenge about how
to design a wireless transmission theory andmethod compat-
ible with the cache-enabled networks under interference, in
order to give full play to the potentials of the cache to
improve wireless transmission is a huge challenge. In view
of this, the survey will explore the internal mechanism of
multiuser interference affecting the wireless transmission of
cache-enabled networks and establish a theory and method
of wireless cooperative transmission that can effectively sup-
press interference and adapt to the cache on this basis, so as
to give full play to the potentials of cache and greatly improve
the system performance of the wireless transmission. The
research results of the survey provide important theoretical
and technical support for the optimal design of the cache-
enabled networks, which provides an important reference
for the development of future communication networks.

2. Recent Progress and Challenges

This survey comprehensively investigates the impact of inter-
ference and edge caching and studies the theory and method
of wireless cooperative transmission of cache-enabled
networks under multiuser interference. In the following, the
application scenarios and performance requirements of
future mobile communication networks, the current research
status of the cache-enabled networks, and the research prog-

ress of wireless transmission under interference environ-
ments are described in order.

2.1. Wireless Transmission Technology. Compared with the
traditional mobile communication networks, 5G/B5G and
even future communication networks pay more attention to
user experience. The core goals include not only classic tech-
nologies such as point-to-point physical-layer transmission
and channel coding and decoding but also multipoint, multi-
user, multiantenna, and multicell cooperative networking
technologies, which strive to improve the system perfor-
mance from the system architecture. According to Figure 1,
there are three typical 5G application scenarios including
eMBB (enhanced mobile broadband), URLLC (ultralow
latency and high reliability), and mMTC (massive large
connections). Among them, eMBB is mainly to increase the
transmission rate, requiring to support a downlink rate of
20Gbps and an uplink rate of 10Gbps to cope with high-
traffic applications such as 4K/8K ultrahigh-definition video
and VR/AR; URLLC requires that the transmission latency of
5G must be less than 1ms, in order to deal with low-latency
applications such as unmanned driving and smart factories;
the mMTC scenario is a large number of connections, which
can meet the Internet of Things connection requirements
such as more than one million access nodes per square
kilometer.

The future communication network must have a new
breakthrough in the wireless transmission technology to
meet the application requirements of the three major scenar-
ios. Therefore, the assessment of the satisfaction of the trans-
mission technology to the specific requirements of practical
communication services should be carried out systematically
in combination with multiple performance metrics such as
the transmission rate, latency, and energy efficiency, as
follows.

2.1.1. Wireless Transmission Rate. Wireless transmission
must be able to provide a certain rate of transmission to meet
the basic needs of the Internet of Everything. In the applica-
tion scenario of 5G-based Internet of Things, protocols such
as IEEE 802. 11ad (i.e., WiGig) can be applied to analyze the
throughput performance of the system rate through analyti-
cal model and simulation derivation. For the 5G-based back-
haul millimeter-wave network, the rate of each hop link can
be reasonably allocated according to the needs of system
transmission, combined with technologies such as path
selection. In the communication systems, such as IEEE
802.11-based wireless local area networks, heterogeneous
networks, and multicarrier NOMA, the system parameters
can be optimized to maximize the rate of the system to signif-
icantly improve the connection performance of the system.

2.1.2. Wireless Transmission Latency. In the latency-sensitive
communication application scenarios such as real-time traf-
fic monitoring and Internet of Vehicles, the wireless trans-
mission also needs to meet the key requirement of low
latency. Queue theory and coding theory can be applied,
and forward error correction codes can be used and
optimized to achieve an optimized compromise between
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the latency and throughput, in order to meet the requirement
of end-to-end ultralow latency in 5G networks. In the wire-
less charging network, the transmission latency of the system
data package can be analyzed, which serves as a basis for the
system enhancement by minimizing the transmission latency
of the wireless transmission data. In the communication sys-
tem of large-scale wireless access and related tasks, this can
significantly reduce the wireless transmission latency by opti-
mizing the wireless transmission packet length, the maxi-
mum latency of the packet, and the task offloading strategy.

2.1.3. Wireless Transmission Energy Efficiency. Due to the
limited energy at the communication nodes, the wireless
transmission energy efficiency should meet the demand to
extend the life of the node effectively. In the NOMA commu-
nication system, the energy efficiency of the system can be
significantly improved by optimizing the system’s wireless
signal beamforming or optimizing the management of
resources such as system power allocation and user cluster-
ing. Aiming at the Internet of Things communication system
based on wireless local area network, Pirayesh et al. gave an
optimization scheme for the system energy efficiency by tap-
ping the potentials of Wifi network architecture. In the 5G
heterogeneous cellular network, the authors in [19] applied
technologies such as millimeter-wave and drone assistance,
combined with user QoS and power constraints, and gave a
unified optimization framework for the system energy effi-
ciency. In the study of wireless transmission latency and
energy efficiency, researchers have proposed a new joint opti-
mization framework for mobile edge computing networks,
starting from transmit power, wireless transmission band-
width, and offloading strategies, which significantly reduced
the system latency and energy consumption.

Existing challenges: as discussed in the above literature
review, the existing 5G communication network should meet
the ever-increasing requirement of various application ser-
vices. However, with the rapid growth of communication
network nodes and data traffic in the future, the wireless
transmission of the system is still facing enormous chal-
lenges. The key to improve the wireless transmission technol-
ogy is to dig deep into the system’s various wireless resources

such as space, time, frequency, and power to improve the
performance of the wireless transmission. At present, the
limited wireless communication resources in the network
are becoming marginal, which has become a bottleneck for
improving the wireless performance of the system. It is
urgent to find new dimensions of communication resources,
to open up new ways to improve network wireless transmis-
sion, and to strongly support the rapid development of
mobile communications and related industries.

2.2. Caching Technology.With the continued decline in stor-
age costs and the increasing performance, it is possible to
allocate storage resources on the nodes of the 5G/B5G net-
work. Meanwhile, with the explosive growth of real-time
video surveillance and various real-time computational tasks,
it is difficult for the traditional wireless transmission archi-
tecture to support the increasing services. To this end,
researchers have proposed a network system with cache as
an important core and mobile edge computing as the archi-
tecture. As is shown in Figure 2, the introduction of cache
can allow the computational tasks to sink to the edge nodes
of the network in advance, which makes it possible to imple-
ment ultralow latency and ultrareliable wireless transmission
and computing, achieving task offloading as soon as possible.
In addition to being applied to mobile edge computing net-
works, caching can also be applied to architecture networks
such as wireless cellular networks and wireless Mesh net-
works. Related researches on the cache-enabled networks
have become a hot topic in the academic and industrial fields
recently.

For the edge caching networks, the most significant issue
is to construct a wireless transmission study of the theoretical
caching framework, as a basis to optimize the design of the
wireless transmission system architecture. In this area,
Maddah-Ali et al. studied a framework for the communica-
tion with caching, through proposing a new caching strategy
to optimize the local and global cache gain while significantly
enhance the performance of the system. Based on Ali’s work,
researchers further studied the impact of cache on the wire-
less transmission mechanism and resource scheduling to
fully dig the network’s cache resources to enhance the system
performance. Specifically, in view of the impact of cache-
assisted wireless transmission rate, the authors in [20, 21]
considered the cloud wireless access system with cache and
studied the impact of cache on the system wireless transmis-
sion scheme, from the perspective of signal beamforming in
the airspace, and also analyzed the wireless transmission per-
formance of the system under the strategies of probabilistic
caching and popularity caching. In view of the impact on
the wireless transmission latency in the cache-enabled net-
works, researchers put forward a normalized performance
metric based on the transmission latency and the transmis-
sion rate. From this, the optimized caching strategy is used
to characterize the trade-off and replacement relationship
between the cache and latency. Moreover, the existence of
cache also has a profound impact on the wireless transmis-
sion rate, latency, energy consumption, and other perfor-
mances in multirelay cooperative cache-enabled networks.
For this system, the transmission rate queue and the energy
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Figure 1: Typical application scenarios of 5G/B5G mobile
communications.
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consumption queue can be optimized to fully tap the poten-
tials of the cache to improve the overall performance of the
system wireless transmission. In further, the transmission
rate of queue transmission and energy consumption queue
can be optimized to fully tap the potentials of the cache to
improve the overall performance of the system’s wireless
transmission.

Another research focus of edge caching networks is the
design of caching strategies of the file system, that is, how
to cache popular files on the network on limited storage
resources. The file caching strategy affects both the content
distribution gain and the signal cooperation gain. It is neces-
sary to comprehensively consider the effects of these two
gains to design a proper file caching strategy. The two tradi-
tional caching strategies are the largest content diversity
(LCD) and most popular content (MPC), which can, respec-
tively, maximize the system content distribution gain and
signal cooperation gain. Researchers designed a hybrid cach-
ing strategy, based on LCD and MPC, for edge caching net-
works to optimize wireless transmission performance, and
achieved a good compromise between content distribution
gain and signal cooperation gain. Aiming at the multirelay-
assisted cache-enabled networks in the Nakagami-m fading
scenario, the literature [22] gives a joint framework for sys-
tem wireless transmission performance evaluation and cach-
ing strategy optimization and optimizes popular files by
minimizing the transmission outage probability, which was
significantly better than the traditional LCD and MPC cach-
ing strategies. In the optimization design of the caching strat-
egy, an intelligent learning algorithm based on the random
sampling can be also used for the wireless cooperative trans-
mission of the multirelay assisted cache-enabled networks,
which can optimize the system confidential file caching strat-
egy and obtain a significantly better wireless cooperative
transmission performance than the traditional LCD, MPC,
and other caching strategies. In addition, it is difficult for
wireless networks where nodes arrive randomly to apply for
the traditional LCD, MPC, and other deterministic file cach-
ing strategies.

Existing challenges: as discussed in the above literature
review, the existence of cache in the cache-enabled networks
has significantly expanded the dimensions of the system
communication resources, giving a profound impact on the
system performance and wireless transmission design. The
system design of the wireless transmission should compre-

hensively consider the content distribution gain provided
by the cache and strive to achieve a good compromise
between the content distribution gain and the signal cooper-
ation gain, so as to maximize the potentials of the cache and
improve wireless transmission performance. Therefore, the
research of cache-enabled networks needs to combine the
specific services and the system architecture and in-depth
consideration of the practical environment of wireless trans-
mission, so as to analyze the impact of cache on the system
wireless transmission to design the associated file caching
strategy to give full play to the content distribution gain pro-
vided by the cache and the signal cooperation gain.

2.3. Impact of Interference on the Wireless Transmission.
With the rapid growth of the industrial scale and data traffic
in the wireless networks, the number of wireless access nodes
in the system is increasing.We take the large-scale Internet of
Things with massively connected applications as an example,
where the Internet of Things needs to provide connection
services for more than one million access nodes per square
kilometer in the future. However, the system wireless spec-
trum resources are limited, and interference in the network
is unavoidable, which has become a bottleneck restricting
the wireless transmission performance of the system. The
interference of statistical distribution is closely related to
many parameters such as the specific network architecture
and the characteristics of communication services. Regarding
the interfering signal formed by the superposition of multiple
nodes, the existing research often assumes that the various
characteristics of the interference node are the same. Based
on this and the law of large numbers, it is concluded that
the statistical characteristics of the interference obey the
Gaussian distribution. However, this assumption focuses on
the central distribution, ignoring or simplifying the tail char-
acteristics of interfering signal. In practical communication
scenarios, the interference node may reach the network
according to the statistical law of the Poisson point process.
And the distribution characteristics of the interference node
itself are no longer the same, for example, the time and power
to reach the network are no longer the same. These charac-
teristics profoundly affect the statistical distribution of inter-
ference, causing the interference to exhibit heavy-tailed
characteristics in a certain, which deviates from the Gaussian
distribution. To this end, researchers should combine the
specific network architecture with specific operational char-
acteristics, by utilizing the heavy-tailed distributions, such
as the Gaussian mixture model and Cauchy distribution, to
characterize the distribution characteristics of the network
interference more accurately.

The interference has seriously affected the transmission
performance of the wireless network and has become a bot-
tleneck restricting the wireless transmission of the system.
Specifically, the interference seriously affects the perfor-
mance of wireless network transmission such as rate, latency,
and energy efficiency, detailed as follows.

2.3.1. The Impact of Interference on Wireless Transmission
Rate. Researchers have studied the transmission rate of the
wireless network in the interference environments, analyzed
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Figure 2: Application diagram of the cache-enabled networks.
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the impact of the interference on the system transmission
performance, and gave an optimization framework for the
system transmission rate. In this area, for the NOMA system,
the interference between far and near users also has an
adverse effect on the transmission rate of the system. The
wireless transmission performance of the system can be
improved through the allocation of the transmit power and
rate. In addition, in the scenario of multiple interfering users,
the power allocation among interfering users will also affect
the wireless transmission rate of the system. In the research
on the impact of interference on the wireless transmission
rate of the network, the researchers employed an iterative
detection scheme based on a deep convolutional neural net-
work and maximum likelihood detector for the multiantenna
transmission system in the correlated interference environ-
ments, which improved the system transmission rate
effectively.

2.3.2. The Impact of Interference on Wireless Transmission
Latency. Regarding the multiuser interference, some tech-
niques such as interference alignment can be used to improve
the degree of freedom of network, from which the wireless
transmission rate-latency tradeoff can be evaluated. In the
multihop relay network under the interference environ-
ments, Alvandi et al. proposed to optimize the latency of
wireless transmission through network coding and interfer-
ence cancellation techniques. Moreover, for the downlink
NOMA communication system, under the premise of satisfy-
ing the statistical latency of wireless transmission, the system
performance can be characterized by the effective channel
capacity, which started to reveal the comprehensive impact
of the interference between NOMA users on the system
latency and rate.

2.3.3. The Impact of Interference on Wireless Transmission
Energy Efficiency. In the fog access network, the authors in
[23] analyzed the impact of interference on the system energy
efficiency of wireless transmission, and based on this, an opti-
mization framework of system power resources was provided
from the perspective of interference management and con-
trol to improve the energy efficiency of the network. Simi-
larly, for the cognitive networks with limited interference,
the system energy efficiency of wireless transmission can be
improved by optimizing the power resources of the system.
In the uplink and downlink NOMA system, the energy effi-
ciency of the uplink and downlink transmission can be
improved in combination with the mixed Gaussian interfer-
ence of the system, and the internal mechanism of interfer-
ence affecting the energy efficiency of the NOMA system
can be revealed.

2.4. Artificial Intelligence for IoT Networks. Although the
conventional optimization and resource management have
enhanced the communication quality significantly, the com-
munication resources in the network have not been exploited
fully. Moreover, the system optimization often involves
many complicated operations, causing that the conventional
optimization schemes fail to work. To solve these problems,
artificial intelligence-based algorithms have been proposed

to exploit the system resources of the communication net-
works. In this area, the authors in [24, 25] considered the cor-
related interference and utilized the deep convolutional
neural network (DCNN) to improve the signal detection per-
formance. For the non-Gaussian noise, a deep learning-based
algorithm was proposed to approximate the probability den-
sity function of noise under impulsive noise environments
[26]. For the mobile edge computing networks, deep Q-
learning networks could be used to optimize the system off-
loading as well as the power allocation and bandwidth alloca-
tion [27–29]. Moreover, the federated learning framework
could be used to optimize the system design in a distributed
manner, which can help protect the privacy of users’ data
[30]. In further, the transfer learning can be used to optimize
the offloading strategy for the MEC networks, when the sys-
tem operates in a dynamic condition [31–33].

From the above analysis of the current research, we can
see that the key point to the research on wireless transmission
of communication networks is to dig the various system
resources such as space, time, frequency, and power [34–
36]. The introduction of storage resources in the cache-
enabled networks expands the dimensions of traditional
communication resources, creating favorable conditions for
significantly improving and enhancing the system’s wireless
transmission performance [37, 38]. However, with the rapid
growth of network nodes and data traffic, the increasing scar-
city of wireless spectrum resources makes it hard to avoid
multiuser interference in the system. The existence of the
cache and the specific characteristics of the communication
service have profoundly affected the statistical distribution
of interference, causing the interference to deviate from the
Gaussian distribution, showing a heavy-tail distribution
characteristic in a certain [39–41]. The existence of interfer-
ence seriously affects the performance of the system’s wire-
less transmission of rate, latency, and energy efficiency,
becoming a bottleneck restricting the wireless transmission
of the cache-enabled networks. At present, the internal
mechanism of interference affecting the wireless transmis-
sion of the cache-enabled networks is still unclear. It is still
a big challenge to design an effective wireless cooperative
transmission mechanism for the cache-enabled networks in
the interference environments to fully tap the potentials of
the cache to improve system performance.

This survey takes cache-enabled networks as the research
object, focusing on the impact of multiuser interference, ana-
lyzing the mechanism of system wireless transmission, and
designing the associated wireless cooperative transmission
mechanism. Firstly, we analyze the impact of caching and
communication-specific services on the interference distri-
bution characteristics, using statistical methods and data fit-
ting to characterize the center and tail distributions of
interference. Secondly, under multiuser interference, we ana-
lyze the replacement relationship between the cache and the
wireless transmission rate, latency, and energy efficiency of
the system to reveal the internal mechanism of interference
affecting the wireless transmission of the cache-enabled net-
works. Thirdly, we optimize the system design of the cache-
enabled networks by devising the wireless cooperative trans-
mission in the spatiotemporal dimensions of the cache and
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signal transmission, which can fully tap the cache resources
to suppress the interference. Finally, we build a complete
wireless cooperative transmission framework for the cache-
enabled networks. The research results provide a significant
theory for the development of cache-enabled networks and
provide an important reference for the development of future
communication networks.

3. Feasible Solutions on the Challenges

3.1. Statistical Characteristics of Multiuser Interference in
Cache-Enabled Networks. Firstly, this survey takes nonortho-
gonal multiple access (NOMA) and other large-scale Internet
of Things as typical application scenarios to collect the data
of multiuser interference, from two aspects of computer
simulation and IoT platform test [42, 43]. The computer sim-
ulation starts from the statistical distribution and uses the
Monte Carlo method to simulate the instantaneous parame-
ter of the interference. The practical measurement of the IoT
platform was carried out in a joint IoT laboratory. The labo-
ratory is equipped with a USRP platform, radio frequency
antennas, various signal generators, and other equipments.
By building a wireless transmission platform with a cache
architecture, and combining the specific needs of different
scenarios, we obtain the multiuser interference data in multi-
ple connections from the network.

Assume that there are M interfering users in the wireless
transmission system of the cache-enabled networks, where
the transmission signal of the mth interfering source is xm,I ,
the transmit power is Pm,I , and the channel parameter
between the interference and the target user is hm,I . Com-
bined with specific communication application scenarios,
the interfering signal of the M interferers is

I = 〠
M

m=1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pm,I

p
hm,Ixm,I : ð1Þ

It can be seen from (1) that the form of interference is
closely related to the number of interfering sourcesM, chan-
nel parameters hm,I , transmit power Pm,I , and other parame-
ters. The different requirements of cache and practical
communication services have a profound impact on the
interference parameters. Specifically, it is possible that the
network nodes store the content of different users in advance
because of the introduction of cache. In particular, the popu-
larity of the stored files will profoundly change the number of
interfering source M during transmission and significantly
affect the shape distribution of interference. At the same
time, the introduction of cache makes nearby communica-
tion become possible. Under the premise of ensuring trans-
mission performance, the transmit power Pm,I can be
appropriately reduced to improve the energy efficiency of
network nodes, which will inevitably have a nonnegligible
impact on the distribution of multiuser interference. In addi-
tion, different services of practical communication have
different requirements for transmission rate, latency, and
energy efficiency, which will inevitably affect the transmit

power Pm,I of interference and change the distribution of
complicated interference in the system. Moreover, the differ-
ent locations of network nodes, such as near or far users of
NOMA systems, will inevitably affect the channel parameters
hm,I of interference, which can change the form of
interference.

To sum up, cache and different requirements of practical
communication services have brought profound changes to
various parameters of multiuser interference, which signifi-
cantly affects the form of interference in the network. When
the user arrives at the network with the statistical law of the
Poisson point process, the existing research shows that the
statistical distribution of interference presents a certain
heavy-tailed property, which invalidates the traditional
Gaussian distribution model. Consequently, it is urgent to
model the statistical distribution of complicated interference
in the cache-enabled networks, which lays the foundation for
systematical analysis and system design of the cache-enabled
networks.

Secondly, statistical modeling is performed on the heavy-
tailed multiuser interference in the cache-enabled networks.
After collecting the interference data in the cache-enabled
networks, it is necessary to analyze the center distribution
and tail distribution of the interference, which model the
complicated interference data in the cache-enabled networks
reasonably and effectively. The tail characteristic of interfer-
ence can be characterized by the associated characteristic
function ψIðwÞ in the statistical distribution f IðxÞ. A typical
form of ψIðwÞ was proposed by Swami and Haenggi, where
the expression is given by

ψI wð Þ = e−β
αI
I wj jαI , ð2Þ

where αI∈ [1, 2] is the characteristic coefficient of the inter-
ference. In particular, αI = 1 corresponds to the Cauchy dis-
tribution, while αI = 2 corresponds to the Gaussian
distribution. Notation βI > 0 is the scale coefficient of the
interference. Starting from ψIðwÞ, the statistical distribution
f IðxÞ of the interference can be calculated by the inverse
Laplace transform and compared with the distribution pre-
sented by the practical data. When βI = 1, the calculation
result of f IðxÞ under different characteristic coefficients αI
are shown in Figure 3.

As shown in Figure 4, as the interference characteristic
coefficient αI becomes smaller, the tail distribution of
interference becomes more obvious, which significantly
deviates from the Gaussian distribution associated to
αI = 2. Since the central distribution of the interference
shows the concentrated characteristics of the Gaussian
distribution, while the tail distribution shows a certain tail
property, where the mixed form of the Gaussian distribu-
tion and the typical tail property can be used to character-
ize the statistical distribution of multiuser interference in
the cache-enabled networks, which is a reasonable and fea-
sible choice. We use f GuassðxÞ to represent the Gaussian
distribution and f TailðxÞ to represent the tail distribution.
The specific form of f GuassðxÞ is
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f Guass xð Þ = 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p
βI

e
− x2
2β2

I : ð3Þ

Note that f TailðxÞ can be characterized by using the
typical heavy-tailed distributions such as Cauchy distribu-
tion f CauchyðxÞ and Laplace distribution f LapðxÞ. The spe-
cific expressions of f CauchyðxÞ and f LapðxÞ are as follows

f Cauchy xð Þ = βI

π x2 + β2
I

� � , ð4Þ

f Lap xð Þ = 1
2βI

e−
∣x∣
βI : ð5Þ

From (3)–(5), a linear combination of Gaussian distri-
bution and tail distribution can be used to approximate
the complicated interfering signal in the cache-enabled
networks

f I xð Þ = εf Tail xð Þ + 1 − εð Þf Guass xð Þ, ð6Þ

where ε∈ [0, 1] is the mixing coefficient, which reflects the
degree of the tail in the interference distribution. In partic-
ular, ε = 0 means that the interference obeys Gaussian dis-
tribution without a serious tail, while ε = 1 means that the
interference tail is serious, and its distribution is mainly
characterized by the heavy-tailed distribution. From (6),
we take the Laplace transform on both sides to obtain
the approximate expression of the characteristic domain
ψIðwÞ. By minimizing the approximation error in the char-
acteristic domain w within the range of the characteristic
domain, we can obtain the estimation of the mixing coeffi-
cient ε. Finally, an approximate expression of the statistical
distribution of multiuser interference in the cache-enabled
networks is realized.

The impact of cache and communication services on the
statistical distribution of interference can be evaluated. From
the analytical expression of interference in (6), it can be seen
that the characteristic parameter combination of interference
distribution is ðαI ; βI , εÞ, where αI and ε reflect the tail
degree of interference, and βI determines the average inten-
sity of interference. The characteristics of cache and multiple
connections with different services have a profound impact
on system interference, which significantly affects the inter-
ference characteristic combination parameter ðαI ; βI , εÞ.
This survey will start from the cache and various services
characteristic parameters of multiple connections and ana-
lyze the impact on the statistical distribution of interference.
On one hand, in view of the impact of cache, we analyze the
impact of the characteristic parameters of the cache on the
interference distribution, including the number of cache
nodesNI of interfering files, the cache capacity KI of interfer-
ence nodes, and the popularity coefficient of interfering files
ρI . Qualitatively, the larger the cache capacity KI of the inter-
ference node, the more the interfering files can be cached.
The interfering files can be communicated nearby during
the transmission, and there is no need to use a high transmit

power to transmit files, which will reduce the average inten-
sity βI of interference. In addition, the higher the popularity
coefficient ρI of the interference file, the greater the probabil-
ity that the network node will store the file. Based on this, the
relationship will be established between the interference
characteristic parameter ðαI ; βI , εÞ and the cache parameters
ðNI , KI , ρIÞ, where a multidimensional changing surface to
describe the impact of the cache will be drawn on the inter-
ference statistical distribution. On the other hand, we further
analyze the impact of its characteristics on the statistical dis-
tribution of interference for different services of multiple
connections in practical communications. According to the
different specific application scenarios of 5G/B5G, it is neces-
sary to support the service transmission of multiple connec-
tions with different characteristics. For example, the video
surveillance service uses a long packet transmission and
imposes high requirements on the energy consumption of
the node, while the transmission of control signals uses a
short packet transmission and imposes a strict requirement
on the latency. In a multiuser system based on NOMA, users
far and near can correspond to different transmission ser-
vices, and the signal transmit power and energy efficiency
between users will also be different. These different services
characteristics will profoundly change the statistical charac-
teristics of system interference and significantly affect the
interference characteristic parameter ðαI ; βI , εÞ. Two typical
application scenarios will be selected from a long packet
and short packet transmission, respectively. The impact of
multiple connections of different services will be analyzed
on the interference characteristic parameter ðαI ; βI , εÞ,
where we draw a multidimensional change surface to
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describe the statistical distribution of interference between
multiple connections and different services.

3.2. Wireless Transmission Performance of Cache-Enabled
Networks in Interference Environments. This survey studied
the wireless transmission capacity and outage probability of
the system in the interference environments. In the cache-
enabled networks, the multiuser interference of the system
exhibits a certain tail characteristic, which deviates from the
Gaussian distribution. At this time, the capacity analysis of
the communication system under traditional Gaussian noise
is difficult to directly apply, and it is necessary to design a
performance evaluation method such as a transmission rate
suitable for the interference. When the interfering signal is
I, we use xs to represent the transmission signal of the net-
work wireless node, and z is used to represent the associated
received signal. For a fading-free communication system
with z = xs + I, starting from the entropy theory of informa-
tion theory, the transmission capacity C of the communica-
tion system under interference can be obtained as

C = max
f xs xð Þ

Entr zð Þ − Entr Ið Þ, ð7Þ

where EntrðzÞ = −
Ð
f zðzÞ log2 f zðzÞdz is the information

entropy of the received signal z, and EntrðIÞ = −
Ð
f IðIÞ log2

f IðIÞdI is the information entropy of the interference. Start-
ing from the approximate expression of the interference sta-
tistical distribution in (6), the solution of EntrðIÞ can be
obtained. In the environment of Gaussian noise, the optimal
expression form of the xs distribution f xsðxÞ is the Gaussian
distribution. However, this result cannot be applied to the
interference environments. Since the optimal expression
form of the xs distribution f xsðxÞ is unknown, it is difficult
to find an accurate value of EntrðzÞ, which brings difficulties
to the accurate solution of the transmission capacity under
interference. For this reason, we turn to analyze and solve
the upper and lower bounds of C in order to measure C
within a certain range as accurate as possible. The relevant
research results of the existing information theory show that
the upper and lower bounds of C can be expressed in many
forms. A feasible upper and lower bound is

Clb = C I0ð Þ, ð8Þ

Cub = C I0ð Þ + EntrI0 Ið Þ, ð9Þ

where I0 is the interference of Gaussian distribution and
its variance is equal to the variance of I. Notation CðI0Þ rep-
resents the capacity of the communication system under
Gaussian interference I0, and EntrI0ðIÞ is the entropy of the
interference in the Gaussian interference space, expressed
as

Ð
f IðxÞlog2ð f IðxÞ/f I0ðxÞÞdx. From this result and equa-

tions (8) and (9), the upper and lower bounds of the channel
capacity C can be obtained. In addition to (8) and (9), other
forms can be integrated to characterize the upper and lower
bounds of C to obtain a more compact upper and lower
bounds of channel capacity. In this way, the characterization

of the transmission capacity of the communication system
can be realized under multiuser interference.

The above analysis of transmission capacity is performed
without channel fading. In a fading channel environment, it
is also necessary to analyze the outage probability of the com-
munication system from the abovementioned channel capac-
ity to evaluate the transmission performance of the system
more comprehensively. Considering the classic fading com-
munication system z = hxs + I, where h is the instantaneous
parameter of the fading channel. Starting from the solution
result of the abovementioned channel capacity C, the outage
probability Pout of the wireless transmission can be analyzed
for the cache-enabled networks under interference. We use
aS to indicate the transmission rate of the source node and
use Rth to indicate the target transmission rate under interfer-
ence, where the outage probability Pout is given by Pout =
ProbðaS < RthÞ. It can be seen that Pout characterizes the eval-
uation result of the system transmission performance over a
long period of time.

From the above analytical expressions of transmission
capacity and transmission outage probability, the quantita-
tive impact of cache and interference on the system
transmission performance will be analyzed. In further, com-
munication scenarios such as high signal-to-interference
ratio can be considered, and the asymptotic form of Pout
can be analyzed and solved. Starting from the asymptotic
expression, the main impact of the main parameters of the
system on Pout is analyzed. In particular, we can study the
cache-related parameters, including file cache node number
N , node cache capacity K , file popularity coefficient ρ, and
parameters ðαI , βI , εÞ of system interference related. The
main constraints of these important parameters are analyzed
and evaluated on the system transmission performance,
revealing the internal mechanism that affects the wireless
transmission rate and outage performance in the cache-
enabled networks.

We further analyze the impact of cache and interference
on the wireless transmission latency of cache-enabled net-
works. The utilization of cache on the network nodes pro-
vides the possibility for the scheduling between the system
data storage and transmission, which gives the possibility to
improve the wireless transmission performance under inter-
ference and also brings transmission latency in a certain. In
practical communication environments, the tolerance to
transmission latency is also different according to different
communication services. For example, the Internet of Vehi-
cles, unmanned driving, and other services related to control
have particularly high requirement on the latency. Therefore,
it is of vital significance to analyze the wireless transmission
latency of the cache-enabled networks under multiuser
interference.

We take a relay-assisted double-hop relay network as an
example. The source node S transmits its data to the destina-
tion D through the relay node R. Both R and D are affected by
the interference, which severely restricts the performance of
the system transmission. The time resource provided by the
cache at the relay R makes it possible for the system to sched-
ule the data storage and transmission. As shown in Figure 4,
when the S-R link quality is good, R can choose to receive
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data from S and store it in the cache. On the contrary, when
the R-D link quality is good, R can choose to transmit the
data in the cache to D.

Let γd and �γd represent the instantaneous value and
statistical average of the packet transmission latency, respec-
tively. Starting from Little’s law, the expression of γd can be
obtained as

�γd =
1
Reff

�Q, ð10Þ

where Reff is the effective transmission rate of the R-D link
under interference and �Q is the average length of the queue
in the cache. From the expressions of capacity C and outage
probability Pout under interference, we can write Reff as Reff
= RRDð1 − Pout,RDÞ, where PRD and Pout,RD represent the
wireless transmission rate and outage probability of the R-
D link, respectively. Let ½Qð1Þ,Qð2Þ,⋯,QðTÞ� denote the
cache queue in time slot T , and the state of the cache queue
at time t is qi. Starting from the Markov state transition
model, we can analyze the probability of queue state transi-
tion. Let πi represent the probability of staying in the state
qi, and then, the average length �Q of the queue in the cache is

�Q = 〠
Ls

i=1
πiLen qið Þ, ð11Þ

where Ls is the number of all possible states, and LenðqiÞ
is the data length of the cache in state qi.

It can be seen from (10) and (11) that cache and interfer-
ence profoundly affect the wireless transmission latency of
the cache-enabled networks. Specifically, the data storage
space provided by the cache makes it possible for the system
to schedule in the time dimension, which profoundly affects
the length and status of the cache queue. At the same time,
interference profoundly affects the reception and transmis-
sion performance of the relay node, which significantly
affects the state transition of the cache queue. Therefore, both
cache and interference have a profound impact on the system
latency. Based on (10) and (11), we will measure the charac-
teristic parameters of the cache (including the number of
cache nodes of the file N , the cache capacity of the node K ,
and the file popularity coefficient ρ) and the characteristic
parameter ðαI , βI , εÞ of interference when it is used for wire-
less transmission. The analytical expression of the associated
relationship is established to quantitatively describe the
impact of cache and interference on the latency. Further,
draw the multidimensional change surface of the latency ver-
sus the cache characteristic parameters, and the interference
characteristic parameters, and explore the internal mecha-
nism of the mutual replacement of the cache and transmis-
sion latency under multiuser interference.

Finally, the energy efficiency of wireless transmission of
cache-enabled networks is analyzed under multiuser interfer-
ence. The wireless transmission energy consumption of
nodes in the cache-enabled networks is the key factor that
restricts the service life. Therefore, it is significant for the net-

work nodes to improve the wireless transmission efficiency to
extend their service life as much as possible. We take the clas-
sical double-hop relay network S->R->D as an example and
use PSðtÞ and PRðtÞ to represent the transmit power of the
source node S and the relay R at time t, where t ∈ ½1, T�.
Due to the storage resource brought by the cache, the relay
R can choose to store data or transmit data to the target node
D. Let δðtÞ represent the working status of the relay node R.
Specifically, δðtÞ = 0 represents that the relay chooses to
receive data from the source node S and store it in the cache,
while δðtÞ = 1 represents that the relay R transmits the data to
D. By ignoring the scarce conditions such as the cache is
empty or full, the energy efficiency γee of the wireless trans-
mission of the cache-enabled networks in the interference
environments can be expressed as

γee =
∑T

t=1δ tð ÞaR tð Þ 1 − Pout,Rð Þ
∑T

t=1δ tð ÞPR tð Þ + 1 − δ tð Þð ÞPS tð Þ
, ð12Þ

where aRðtÞ is the transmission rate of relay R under
interference and Pout,R is the associated outage probability.
This work will start from the expression of γee in (12) and
analyze the impact of the characteristic parameters of the
cache and the characteristic parameters of interference on
the energy efficiency of the system. Specifically, N , K , and ρ
are used to represent the number of cache nodes, cache
capacity, and file popularity coefficient of the file, respec-
tively; αI , βI , and ε are used to represent the characteristic
parameters of interference, respectively. From a qualitative
point of view, the existence of the cache makes it possible
to communicate with each other nearby, which reduces the
adverse effects of interference in a multihop network, so that
the network nodes do not have to transmit data with a high
power, which effectively improves the transmission energy
efficiency γee. In particular, when the number of file cache
nodesN becomes larger, there are more nodes in the network
which have prestored files to be transmitted, and the diversity
gain provided by multinode cooperation can significantly
reduce the demand on the transmit power. On the other
hand, as the file popularity coefficient ρ becomes larger, the
file popularity distribution becomes more concentrated, and
some highly popular files will be stored by more nodes, and
the associated transmission energy efficiency γee will
increase. Under multiuser interference, as the interference
intensity βI increases, the transmission quality of the channel
will deteriorate, which will inevitably affect the aRðtÞ and
Pout,R in γee. Similarly, as αI becomes smaller or ε becomes
larger, the tail degree of interference increases, causing aRðtÞ
to become smaller or Pout,R to become larger, which will inev-
itably have an adverse effect on the system transmission
energy efficiency. We will start from (12) and try to establish
the expression between the system transmission energy effi-
ciency γee and the characteristic parameter ðN ; K ; ρÞ of the
cache, as well as the characteristic parameter ðαI , βI , εÞ of the
interference, so as to quantitatively analyze the impact of cache
and interference on the system transmission energy efficiency.
At the same time, we draw a multidimensional surface map of
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γee versus these characteristic parameters and discover the
internal mechanism of cache and interference affecting the
wireless transmission energy efficiency of cache-enabled
networks.

3.3. Joint Optimization of Wireless Cooperative Transmission
in Cache-Enabled Networks. This survey takes the double-
hop relay network under the cache architecture as a typical
system as an example to study how to optimize the design
in the signal space. The research results can also be extended
to other topological forms of cache-enabled networks. In the
S->R->D double-hop relay network, the source node S trans-
mits information to the target node D with the assistance of
the relay node R. The relay node R is equipped with a cache,
which can store the files of the source node S in advance, and
makes it possible to enhance the wireless transmission of the
cache-enabled networks. We use M1, M2, M3, to denote the
number of antennas at the source node S, relay node R, and
target node D, respectively. The spatial resources provided
by multiple antennas and the time resources provided by
the cache in the time domain can be used to improve the
wireless transmission performance of the cache-enabled
networks. For this reason, it has become an inevitable choice
to use spatiotemporal transceivers at the network nodes to
exploit the spatiotemporal resources of the system to
improve the wireless transmission performance.

The selected spatiotemporal transceiver should be able to
effectively tap the spatiotemporal characteristics of signal
transmission and have a simple structure, which is easy to
implement in practice. Based on the existing research results,
the fractional transversal filter can be selected. Therefore, we
will refer to the idea of the fractional transversal filters to
design the spatiotemporal receivers at the network nodes.
We denote the spatiotemporal transceiver coefficients at the
network nodes S, R, and D by W1ðtÞ, W2ðtÞ, and W3ðtÞ,
respectively. From the analysis of the wireless transmission
performance of the system under the aforementioned inter-
ference, combined with the spatiotemporal transceiver coeffi-
cients W1ðtÞ, W2ðtÞ, and W3ðtÞ, the expressions of the
system wireless transmission rate aðtÞ, latency γd , and energy
efficiency γee can be obtained. Then, by optimizing the com-
prehensive performance of the cache-enabled networks, we
can solve W1ðtÞ, W2ðtÞ, W3ðtÞ, which lead to the design of
the spatiotemporal transceiver of the network node is real-
ized. Specifically, for multiobjective optimization problems
with multiple performance metrics, one metric can be
concentratedly optimized under the premise of ensuring
other performance metrics. For example, under the premise
of ensuring the transmission rate and latency, maximize the
energy efficiency of the system:

max
Wi tð Þ∣i=1,2,3f g

γee

s:t:a tð Þ ≥ ath

γd < γthd ,

ð13Þ

where ath and γthd are the thresholds of the wireless transmis-
sion rate and transmission latency, respectively. Similarly, the

latency γd of wireless transmission can also be minimized
under the premise of ensuring transmission rate and energy
efficiency. We can also maximize the wireless transmission
rate aðtÞ under the premise of ensuring the energy efficiency
and latency performance. We take (13) to maximize the
transmission energy efficiency as an example. This optimiza-
tion problem is essentially a time series optimization prob-
lem. For this type of time series optimization problem, the
Lyaponov optimization framework can be used to solve it
effectively. Therefore, we choose to use the Lyaponov optimi-
zation to solve the spatiotemporal transmission and recep-
tion coefficients W1ðtÞ, W2ðtÞ, and W3ðtÞ in equation (13).
Specifically, we first establish a cache state queue fQB ∣ 1 ≤ t
≤ Tg, a channel state queue fQC ∣ 1 ≤ t ≤ Tg, and a node
energy consumption queue fQE ∣ 1 ≤ t ≤ Tg. Then, we con-
struct a joint queue of cache, channel, and energy consump-
tion fQJ ∣ 1 ≤ t ≤ Tg, where QJðtÞ is

QJ tð Þ = QB tð Þ,QC tð Þ,QE tð Þ½ �: ð14Þ

From this equation, we can obtain the Lyaponov qua-
dratic function LðQJðtÞÞ and the Lyaponov conditional drift
factor ΔðQJðtÞÞ as

L QJ tð Þ
� �

=
1
2
Q2

B tð Þ + μ1
2
Q2

C tð Þ + μ2
2
Q2

E tð Þ, ð15Þ

Δ QJ tð Þ
� �

= E L QJ t + 1ð Þ� �
− L QJ tð Þ

� �
∣ L QJ tð Þ
� �� �

,
ð16Þ

where μ1 and μ2 are two nonnegative control parameters
used to adjust the weights of the three terms in (15). In (16),
E½•� is the expected operation, that is, the random variables
such as the channel state are statistically averaged under the
current queue state QJðtÞ. The Lyaponov conditional drift
factor ΔðQJðtÞÞ reflects the expected change of the Lyaponov
function in a time slot and reflects the incremental character-
istics of the joint queue state QJðtÞ. Starting from (15) and
(16), and combining the target performance parameters in
(13) such as transmission rate aðtÞ, latency γd, and energy
efficiency γee, the Lyaponov drift plus penalty function is
established. In further, by minimizing the upper limit and
combining convex optimization algorithms and other algo-
rithms, the spatiotemporal transceiving coefficient fWiðtÞ ∣ i
= 1, 2, 3g can be finally solved, which realizes the design of
the spatiotemporal transceiver of the wireless node for the
cache-enabled networks.

We further optimize the file caching strategy by using the
wireless cooperative transmission characteristics of the
cache-enabled networks. It has been shown that caching
has profoundly changed the storage of files on network nodes
and has significantly affected the various performances of
wireless transmission of edge caching networks under inter-
ference. We will design the caching strategy from multiple
performance metrics such as the transmission rate, latency,
and energy efficiency. The file caching strategy is mainly
based on the file popularity and the transmission characteris-
tics of network nodes to obtain an appropriate compromise
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between the cooperation gain of wireless transmission and
the cache gain of files, so as to optimize the overall perfor-
mance of the cache-enabled networks wireless transmission.
Two typical caching strategies include the most popular con-
tent (MPC) and largest content diversity (LCD), as shown in
Figure 5. We can find from Figure 5 that MPC can achieve
the best cooperation gain, while LCD can achieve the best
content diversity gain.

Without loss of generality, we use the Zipf distribution to
model the popularity of LF files in the network. The popular-
ity coefficient is ρ, and then, the popularity f pðkÞ of the kth
file is

f p kð Þ = k−ρ

∑LF
k1=1

k−ρ1
: ð17Þ

In addition to the popularity f pðkÞ, the statistical charac-
teristics of the wireless transmission of the cache-enabled
networks under interference should also be considered. We
use EfanðtÞg, EfγdðnÞg, and EfγeeðnÞg to represent the sta-
tistical value of the wireless transmission rate, latency, and
energy efficiency of the network node n. Starting from f pðkÞ,
EfanðtÞg, EfγdðnÞg, EfγeeðnÞg, we can design the popularity
metric f Jðn, kÞ that can incorporate the wireless transmission
statistical characteristics of cache-enabled networks under
interference as

f J n, kð Þ = g f p kð ÞE an tð Þf g, E γd nð Þf g, E γee nð Þf g
h i

, ð18Þ

where g½•� is the function to be constructed and the output
value is in the interval [0, 1]. In particular, a larger f pðkÞ indi-
cates that the kth file is more popular and has a higher priority
to be prestored on the network node. Similarly, a larger Efan
ðtÞg indicates that node n has a higher transmission capacity
and can store more files. Further, a smaller EfγdðnÞg or larger
EfγeeðnÞg indicates that node n has better transfer character-
istics and can transmit files more efficiently, which leads to a
larger f Jðn, kÞ.

We further consider the comprehensive metric f Jðn, kÞ,
which integrates the file popularity and wireless transmission
characteristics to design a caching strategy for LF files on N
nodes of the network. Specifically, based on two typical cach-
ing strategies, MPC and LCD, LF files are grouped and N
nodes are clustered according to the value of f Jðn, kÞ in order
to obtain a suitable compromise between popularity and
wireless transmission characteristics. We set two thresholds
f1,th, f2,th, both on the interval [0, 1] and satisfying f1,th >
f2;th. Based on the threshold values, a feasible caching strategy
can be proposed as follows:

(i) When f Jðn, kÞ ≥ f1,th, the kth file will be stored on all
nodes in the network

(ii) When f Jðn, kÞ ∈ ½ f2,th, f1,thÞ, the kth file will be
cached on nodes N1 in the network, where N1 <N

(iii) When f Jðn, kÞ < f2,th, the kth file will not be stored
on the nodes of the network

In this strategy, f1,th, f2,th, and N1 can be optimized and
adjusted to dig deeper into the system transmission coopera-
tion gain and cache content distribution gain and maximize
the advantage of caches in improving the wireless transmis-
sion performance of cache-enabled networks.

In addition to the above strategy, other forms of caching
strategies will be considered comprehensively. For example,
it is difficult to apply the above strategy without knowing
the prior popularity of files. In this case, the user request
and the system wireless transmission characteristics can be
estimated by using some machine learning algorithms, such
as deep reinforcement learning, in order to obtain the popu-
larity of network files and determine whether it is appropriate
to store the files on the network nodes and make associated
decisions. Through these caching strategies, we can maxi-
mize the gains brought by caching to effectively suppress
the impact of interference on the wireless transmission of
the edge caching network and significantly improve the com-
prehensive performance of the edge caching network in
terms of the wireless coordinated transmission rate, latency,
and energy efficiency.

Finally, the joint optimization of wireless coordinated
transmission and caching strategy is carried out, and a new
framework of wireless coordinated transmission for the edge
caching networks under interference is constructed. As men-
tioned in the optimization process of wireless cooperative
transmission in the cache-enabled networks, the cache pro-
foundly changes the architecture of the wireless cooperative
transmission of the system. On the other hand, the optimiza-
tion of the cache must fully consider the statistical character-
istics of wireless cooperative transmission, so that the
advantages of the cache can be effectively used, to improve
the comprehensive performance of the wireless cooperative
transmission of the cache-enabled networks. The key to
establish a new framework of wireless coordinated transmis-
sion for cache-enabled networks under multiuser interfer-
ence is wireless coordinated transmission and caching
strategies. Therefore, a joint optimization of wireless coordi-
nated transmission and caching strategy is an inevitable
choice of establishing a new framework of wireless coordi-
nated transmission for the cache-enabled networks under
multiuser interference.

As shown in Figure 6, wireless cooperative transmission
is carried out under a caching architecture. The storage loca-
tion and number of files on the network node can be deter-
mined by parameters f f1,th, f2,th,N1g and other parameters,
which come from the caching optimization. Based on these
data, the spatiotemporal transceiver for wireless cooperative
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transmission of the cache-enabled networks can be
designed, and the associated spatiotemporal transceiver
coefficient fWiðtÞ ∣ i = 1, 2, 3g can be solved. On the other
hand, the statistical characteristics of fanðtÞ, γdðnÞ, γeeðnÞg
and other performances optimized by the wireless cooper-
ative transmission strategy also affect the storage of files
on the network node. The optimization of the caching
strategy should fully consider the statistical characteristics
of these performances and solve the associated caching
parameters f f1,th, f2,th,N1g. Finally, by jointly optimizing
wireless cooperative transmission and caching strategies,
the comprehensive performance of cache-enabled networks
under interference has been greatly improved, and then, a
new framework wireless cooperative transmission adapted
to the cache has been established for the cache-enabled
networks.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we provided a comprehensive survey for the
artificial intelligence and spectrum management, which were
used for cache-enabled IoT networks in smart cities. In smart
cities, there emerged a lot of new applications such as data
collection and communication, environment monitoring,
and real-time processing, which cannot be supported by the
conventional wireless transmission techniques. Hence, some
new wireless transmission techniques should be developed to
support the emerging applications in smart cities. In this sur-
vey, we focused on the artificial intelligence, spectrum man-
agement, and caching techniques, where the interference
arose due to the limited spectrum resources. In particular,
we first reviewed the current research status of these new
techniques and, then, gave some challenges on the system
design. We further provided several feasible solutions on
these challenges, in order to implement the IoT networks in
smart cities. In future works, we will take a more comprehen-
sive literature review on some other wireless transmission
techniques such as the intelligent reflecting surface [44–46]
or artificial intelligent learning-based algorithms [47–49], in
order to further enhance the system performance of cache-
enabled IoT networks.
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